
I Conspectus 

 

THE REST OF THIS IS CUT AND PASTED AND IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER 

I considered erasing ALL of this Cause it makes me look like A ‘I’m a cool guy’ tool. 

 

It was never easy to make a good first impression There’s to much competition in it 

I can be preachy at times But the only public speaking I’ve done was at a few AA 

meetings And I kicked ass In recovery You could come up With best new ideas ever  

 

I also had the pleasure of sharing a business with a pain in the ass father Who used to be a 

used car sales lot owner and always worked on his own business  He’s shineful in my 

memory I would always say “I’m helping him” and He’d say “I’m helping him” We 

shared a few projects and I learned a lot of ways to ‘Make things work’ Some illegally 

 

I have 99 + Best Friends in life and they mostly tell me that they have only a few close 

like us Which makes me on everybody’s side Looking at my actions thru life It will be 

proven That I have had a diverse and loving life full of equality I’m as un-racist as you 

can get (Except for when the reptiles Doing evil on us first) It is no confession But I have 

used the ‘N’ word As a most affectionate term to my good friends Learned it from my 

military brothers Of course if anyone called my girlfriend that We’d be throwing blows! 

 

My work experience: Most of you worked harder then me After the marines I’ve been 

lucky enough to be able to Practice multiple industries And manage my our projects All 

this I did with my money That every once in a while I’d get By selling a house I just built 

 

I started a company Where I reprogrammed used cell phones To match Your current cell 

phone This was a long time ago When most people were still using brick phones or flips  

I thought it was a great idea Most of my customers Got phones for their family members 

To use in emergencies only The FCC And the cell phone companies Closed me down! 

 

I started a company Where It owned All kinds of ‘recreational toys’ Like dirt bikes, jet 

ski’s, boats, rv’s  etc I had all different makes and models To fit whatever They wanted to 

do And I sold membership into The Club Customers paid $150 bucks a month And could 

use An online calendar To reserve dates For the toys they wanted If you think about it  

The payment for only owning One toy would be around $150 bucks a month But If you 

belonged To the club You could use Any of the clubs toys And we did the maintenance 

The insurance company closed me down They cancelled my insurance Without me ever 

giving them 1 claim for damages They wanted me To give them 1,000,000 To start again 

 

After building a few houses And helped My dad build many I had the idea that If I could 

have Mini Partners I could build more So I started ‘renting’ peoples credit To build the 

houses And when they sold We’d split the profits It was a great idea To include people 

Who didn’t have any money That could still make good money Helping my build a house 

Too bad it was in Arizona Where the industry Can be up and down So It didn’t work out 

And I’m sorry to the ONE customer That got screwed over In my eyes if was 50/50 fault 

But I didn’t loose as much as he did And he has waited patiently for Me to pay him back  



 

I met a Mexican laborer Working on my house And he showed me Some flagstone That 

came from his families village I didn’t want to sell it retail Cause I didn’t have that much 

money Instead I used my money For the quarry in middle Mexico This WAS THE BEST 

looking flagstone You’ve ever seem And hard as a rock I had huge pieces hanging on my 

walls at home as art They looked like art For a year While I did small install jobs with it I 

finally had to quit and move on Hoping to start it up again one day The issue was: NONE 

Of the retail shops That already existed Could add it to their inventory Because the dealer 

Who owned The main flagstone quarry in Arizona Would NOT let them Sell my product 

in their stores Even though My flagstone was VERY Different AND A whole lot better 

Mine was solid rock With beautiful colors of baby blue red’s yellow’s purples Depending 

on How far you went into the mountain to get it The labor was cheep enough Eventually I 

gave my quarrying equipment To the family So they could still keep Selling it in Mexico 

This was a huge heart break for me I know The retail store owners wanted Better options 

And better products In their stores But The quarries owners Black mailed them against it! 

 

There are plenty of others Not trying to brag Just showing you That when I did business 

It was Never about the money It was about Doing projects And helping others I got so 

smart By listening And learning From everyone Who was talking If their idea was better 

then mine  I didn’t have Any problems changing my mind  That’s how learning works 

 

Lately I’ve traveled a lot And helped other people With their business All for $12 / hour 

 

I don’t get sick Because I keep my immunity up By NOT washing my hands Among 

other things I have done all kinds of hard labor And when I cut my hands They heal up 

almost instantly I dip (And I can’t wait to hear a doctor Tell me how dangerous it is 

Because They are causing SOOO much more danger By following what the government 

tells them to do TO ALL OF US And they aren’t allowed To say anything to them So 

why Do they think they need to say anything to me When I already know The dangers? If 

they got balls They should start Helping everyone By telling the truth To their patients) I 

shower once every 3-4 days Because A. I’m a conservationist I live in Arizona and I hate 

waste! And B. I already told you I like to keep my immunity system going strong And C. 

My girl friends Don’t like me showering Before we make love I smell too damn GOOD! 

I don’t get bitten by any bugs Because I eat the heck outta jalapenos And I do pushups 

And some sort of meditation stretching ‘most’ nights I don’t drink coffee Or soda And I 

don’t like my body To be out of whack By eating candy cookies etc I love my sober state 

of living But I also love The experiences That my mind went thru When I used mind 

altering substances Which I highly suggest Everyone do To get to know themselves In 

other states of mind You can learn a lot But be careful DO NOT get used to the other 

states Leave the sober state of mind In control Lest you become addicted And stupid    

 

At least: this will piss the masters off. So go ahead ‘sellouts of America’, promote me to 

martyrdom and see how many people will come forward to tell my story, I am who I say 

that I am, just like you are who I say that you are, and lets let it be, this is the only way to 

save the world, please don’t try to stop those who are trying to save even you, from your 

destruction. The America you work for is OWNED And it’s time for a real revolution 



 

I am not a sympathizer of any organization (or religion), race, region, country, nationality 

or person. I’m on everyone’s side and against no one; except for the real foe, and their 

agents. I can’t even be mad at the cia (ran by a crime family), the international banks (ran 

by a crime family) and the cfr (ran by a crime family), it’s not their fault, they were 

tricked, and weak in my eyes, (don’t be proud, stand up for freedom U aggressive puss). 

I’m not against the American Government Nor do I blame them Because I love the way it 

was supposed to work, I’m against those who run ‘them’ now (the first crime family)  

 

As I’m turning myself in There are things I’d like to get cleared up My past and then 

ignored tax issue I gave my fair tries at capitalism And I know I could have done better 

So I’m not knocking it I was actually addicted to the feeling of Creating and Projects I’ve 

never had an unhappy job Loved manual labor I’ve always only worked on projects 

(podge wick as my daughter called them) Of all my failings I never claimed bankruptcy 

The then justified crutch I could have put on the government dole Was dismissed when 

I’m 100% able to work hard And long as I was awesome at laying tile I always had a job 

I’ve never taken any government aid AND I’ve only screwed 2 friends out of money And 

that was because I was high! HA Vote me for President At least I can admit my faults!! 

 

This is a first copy, may be revised at any time, of a multi part poetry, journal, Bible for 

myself. I’ve been writing my whole life but I’ve never considered finishing or selling 

anything. This is my ‘art work’ that is free to everyone and I hope it will be appreciated 

by everyone. You are in for a treat. all as it is me.  and It’s almost imposable to read 

And I’ve only written my writings by hand except for this I’ve never published works 

 

I have a calling. It’s blatant and driven by the ‘other and outside sources’ in my life, the 

God’s LOVE source, it’s something I can comnect too, it takes me away into lala love 

land, it also has it’s own say in the satisfactions of my life, we love each other, it shows.  

 

Hopefully you’ll notice that “MY” God and I are always Comnected. I call it that because 

that’s how I describe it. When I’m comnecting to My God, We each use different routes 

to establish it. My prayer, for lack of a better word, has become a funneled, 

‘CONSTANT’ comnection that is good enough, to give me everything I need. 

 

Let me talk to you like you’re My Family. I’m so scared writing this right now, I haven’t 

told many people about it But there are people that know what I think of the whole 

Deception of the Americans and the World thing, that’s going on here. I had a dear 

family member die this year from an accident, and I’ve been working so much just to pay 

the rent and help with the kids, I thought I had more time but with the escalating war 

coming and we just lost our last right in the constitution, it’s time to announce that I’d 

like to lead the 99.314 

  

Everyone’s thought about it, Being the President of the United States, I’m sure most of us 

would do a great job, If the chance presents itself I’ll do it, and I’ll die saving the world. 

 

My hero is Woody Guthrie You don’t need to make up the mind When you love the way  



 

I’ve been thinking, What if I had been ready when the 99% took to the streets, What if I 

had my writings ready for everyone to see, Maybe I could have proposed a direction. I 

mean, Since there were no leaders, As per Obama’s leaders request, It wasn’t his fault, 

Not touching it, The other side didn’t either, They only condemned. There was a reason 

behind O W S, But they couldn’t let it be great, They still need the 50-50 split dem-rep 

system to keep us in a busy state of mind, And the fools let the 99%’s dream of 

something great go to waste. I wouldn’t do that to you, Please accept my application for 

employment. My hope is for diplomacy toward people I’ve never met, My spiritual 

attitude and general understanding of what America is about will be my driving force,  

 

And my Love for mankind ___________You can’t imagine, unless you have it too.  

 

These ideas are taken from my journal of 20+ years, Feel free to pass this to anyone  

 

After being honorably discharged from the Military, I followed my dreams, They were 

way too big and exciting for someone who used luck to graduate high school, But my 

stories from the past make people smile from ear to ear, I’ve done and been thru  

 

everything, even though I’m humble about it, of my 50+ closest friends, 20+ of them say 

I’m the smartest person they’ve ever met. No need to ask, I’ve told them to steer clear. 

 

I listen to T.V., I love movies, I watch the history channel, science, NG, diy shows, ALL 

sides of the main stream media (got to track the real story, them sons a bitches are just 

teleprompter readers, they know nothing real), and cartoons, yes I’m an (as) fan. (this was 

written a long time ago) 

 

This is why I’m so special, I look at all the angles, I listen to everyone’s side, and ignored 

mine. I then made a consciously decision, to learn how to, NOT lie to myself anymore. 

 

And my front being broke off to reveal the real, the only way to become real is to break 

the personality you created when you were growing up, how shameful the unreal. I 

picked a better religion than you too, because is doesn’t need to be better then yours 

 

I’m a proud man, But I won’t argue with you, cause I’m not forcing my views, I know 

that I’m not going to change anyone’s mind, but since I’ve looked at all sides, I’m 

comfortable that I’ve made the best choice, but if I didn’t, and you’ve got a better idea, 

then I don’t have a problem changing my mind, and going with yours, that’s openness! 

 

I know I’m real. When I figured out that I wasn’t better then anybody else, I also 

understood that no ones better then me. When someone cuts me off, I smile and find it 

easy to give them any excuse I can come up with, it doesn’t matter, I just wave to my 

new friend. Now that’s insane! I know I would be able to Love all the men and women of 

the world as best friends, I have 50+ of you now and each of you says the same thing, 

you each have one other friend, but we are all the same in the world we want to meet 

people, travel, learn, grow and work the lands situations, we want to live free, There is a 



constant driver keeping us apart, but if we ever get together, we will own 99.9% of the 

world.  

 

I used to think my dad was the most ignorant man ever, many of us are just like him.. He 

had ONE conclusion about everything and he had limited himself into a defensive box of 

‘nothing making since, except for me’, that’s what happens when you don’t use every 

angle of understanding before you make up your mind about something, someone 

stronger than you said ‘hey partner I love red, and now you say red is my favorite color 

and if they say anything bad about your color, you’re like ‘hey partner we got a problem’, 

Does red really have to be your favorite, can’t you look at all the other ideas we have 

here in a community of free thinkers, but you’ll never considering, because you’re closed 

off, in defending yourself, you have let your best friend, YOU, make you a dunce.  

 

Once you get a taste of Free Love , it’s something that cannot be given up, please join in 

on the fight, and find out what it will take to hold on to what ‘I’ve found to be great’.   

 

And I’ve had a few drug habits, a lot of failures, The press would crucify me, especially 

when I’m admitting to everything, and embracing it as my Growth from Experiencing, 

I’ve been made a real person, Humiliation leads to good humility, and I have a lot to be 

humble about, Three times as much as should be allotted by a community, I should have 

learned my lessons but All I did was blame and lie to myself, Trying to be a capitalist I’d 

do anything, My morals in business we’re overlooked against my better judgment 

because There were bills to pay and my kids needed to eat, we’d all cheat to become on 

top, no matter the justification, just to get by is enough of a reason. Why do rich cheat? 

 

As a result of these experiences I’ve BROKEN Away My FRONT and Became 

‘THANKFULLY’ REAL. I can also admit that in order to sometimes win in life, and 

then sometimes to just pay bills every month; there were other avenue’s that I traveled to 

get by. Because when mommy’s calling for milk, only a fool doesn’t do anything about it. 

They say “a mans gotta do, what a man’s gotta do” in a negative tone for a reason, it’s 

not our first choice, sometimes it’s our only choice. And I’m not talking about you 

regular criminals, Grow the fuck up and get a fucking job.. Contribute instead of use! 

 

I lived clean most times EXCEPT for when I ‘protected girls’ when they went with our 

other girlfriends, to strap it on and give it to a bunch of piggy politicians Yes I was sorta a 

pimp I held all the money and Kept all us off drugs No one slept with them They were 

my friends I figured that this would come out Once I’m investigated I’m not proud of it 

AND Right Now on American Dad the shows about Sam marring another woman HA 

After it all Weird I Know I still wish I had spent my whole life with my wife and kids 

 

I’m also going to fight some battles in jail To fight the corp owned jail machine I’m 

drawing up a bill to let each individual citizen Bring one prisoner into their home With 

strict rules To pay debt to our society My stupid ass brother may/may have not molested 

his kids Just to do my part And cause he’s had a few heart attacks already I would like to 

have him as a house boy Where he still knows his shame and Works for his privileges 

 



I’m real funny with certain friends and family But in general I’m a strong quiet men Very 

deep needs Very still waters Sometimes when people are unfair I rattle their ‘proud’ cage 

 

My irresponsibility now Is I haven’t filed taxes a last few years But I was basically living 

with my family and only HELPing people on the side Doing Projects almost like starting 

businesses which I’ve done many Never made that much money Never over $100,000  

 

This is only by my standards I keep myself in a humble state of ‘not enjoying too much 

of life’s perks I started eating red vines though I also eat ice cream and I dip tobacco I’m 

now listening to 3 hours of tv a night And I’m always under on my child support My 

friends and family are in for an awakening When they finally find out I’m going public I 

love 30 rock now And think It’s about training us I switch between that and American 

dad I’ve retired to watching offbeat cartoons So I can rely on them to be believed as false  

 

Sometimes I watch porn and fantasize about bi experiences(oral), (don’t judge YOU ALL 

DO IT!!) after having the experience, I’ve realized that I’m totally into women, to me it’s 

only about the fantasy, you can’t life freely if you don’t know yourself, if you only 

fantasize about it, but never try it, you’ll always be confused, and depressed wondering 

who you really are, don’t fear your preconceived ideas, give it a shot, you may like it! 

 

ONCE you understand unconditional love And make a connection to it You’ll have a 

major spiritual experience and You’ll find yourself living a life with true treasures 

 

This is my religious work, this is my bible, so it should be free from a government 

intrusion, you should be able to read this from every street corner, leave the church and 

hit the street corners, realize The Good Energies want you to fight for your freedoms. 

 

We have a lot to over come, movies have super heroes, we don’t, we have been trained to 

give up easily and let someone else do the difficult things for us 

 

I’m Rodney Copperbottom and I’m trying to wake up Bigweld (the free American people) 

and save them from the evil elitist. 

 

As I’m writing this I have yellow notebook pagers all over my desk. And of course I’m 

paranoid about the cia listening on my phone and on internet, so I’m imagining that one 

day they’ll be sitting at my desk reading my work when I get home from a day at the 

beach. And when they ask me what this is all about, I’m going to come right out and say 

‘treason’, and then I’m going to try my hardest to convince them that this has to be done 

and that I’m the only man on earth that can stop them now and this book HAS TO 

HAPPEN to save mankind. But it is still treason, just like our forefathers did in 1776.  

 

How selfish of me to make you feel great, it’s because I feel great doing so, givers rule. 

 

My favorite color is whatever the sky is that day. I also look good in a red or blue shirt 

 



I’m no William Wallace, (I only know of him from the movie) but like him I’d never be 

bought off by the side of evil, and that’s all I’m asking from you ‘nobles’, if you fight 

with us it would be a bonus; I’m sure you’d die a lot more satisfied if you join those who 

want to be free, if you don’t sell your souls to the tyrannies of England! Fight against 

those who send men to die, just so they can rule and send us to die somewhere else. Fuck 

the brutal monarchies, fuck the families that get granted free men as slaves; they truly 

believe that we are slaves and they’ll never think any different. No, I’m not at all the man 

William Wallace was. God please grant me the courage to send this letter out; please give 

me the strength to attempt salvation. And please make me numb, when they crucify me 

 

I’m claiming William Wallace as a genuine mentor of freedom. His love for his people 

And the sacrifice he has paid to ensure freedom from tyranny, should be our commitment 

 

Take at least 50% of the blame for your past, it’ll make you feel better knowing the truth. 

If you really want to be happy, take 100% responsibility, She cheated, cause I was an ass! 

 

It’s not treason to let you know that our politicians are committing treason, even if they 

aren’t aware of it. Sometimes they follow the news so much they actually forget what’s 

really going on, and sometimes it gives them an ‘excuse’ to do so. Find out who knew!! 

 

I seek the freedom that we all presume came from American freedom, it’s a beautiful 

thing, but it is gone now, even though they are letting us think we still have it, it isn’t 

there, they’ve taken it out from underneath us, long long ago, Get it back, at all cost. 

 

You have to forgive my writing style, I’ve never written anything like this in my life. 

 

Like I said there are numerous lies in this document, one being that I’m not really 

running for president.. But of all the lies you read here, I hope you can still get a better 

idea of what the real truth is because if you follow the ‘standards’ of history you learned 

in school you’re actually getting lied to 100% of the time. You can think of it like this, 

the truth is so unbelievable that you can’t fathom it, especially when they’ve trained you 

in mistruths, if I need to lie, or even make stuff up in order for you to believe that you’re 

being mislead then just now that “I love you that much”. In all there are only 6-10 lies 

here.. What you can believe is that I do love and want the best for all of you. 

 

I love watching football, but I only now about 10-15 of their names, I only want to watch 

a good game, and if I recognize that they aren’t playing it fairly, it doesn’t matter if they 

win, and go trotting off “ yeah we did it, we’re champions”, cause they suck in my book! 

 

Repeatedly men tell me that I’m the smartest man they’ve ever met; repeatedly people 

tell me that when I am around them or speak to them they have ‘spiritual experiences’ as 

if they were able to see how much of a connection to God that I have and now they want 

to seek IT out for them selves. It’s weird, the way God leads actions around me and the 

room that seem so ‘blatant’ that understanding passes way into abnormal coincidences. 

God talks to me, and whoever’s there, and by acknowledging the main fact that it’s 

happening, it shows itself more. Once you love this comnection as I do, it flourishes and 



seeks you out. Don’t read into ‘it’ much just love the ability to do so. God has no will but 

to comnect with you, it has no need of you, or any purpose or direction to make upon you, 

it wishes to know and love you, that’s it. It is our will that we tell others about this 

comnection, it’s like the 12
th

 step in ‘AA’ once you love the spiritual experiences you 

love telling others about them. Tell your friends that even without the church’s help, a 

real comnection can be made, the root to God doesn’t matter, so don’t let them muddy the 

water with law, rules or the heresy of them by ‘the men of the cloth’, love is the only 

result of a comnection to love. You are in heaven if you truly love everyone. You are 

praising God when you talk about your experiences comnecting to God. These ‘spiritual 

experiences’ will save others but only if they seek it; don’t push, just tell your story. Your 

route doesn’t matter, it may not be similar to theirs anyway; they will find a way if they 

know a comnection is possible. And no, I did not find my higher power in AA, just 

another route to him, thank you AA. 

    

As a business man My hands were pretty tied I had my fathers fear of The Financial Man 

Come to find out that Its actually the opposite of a entrepreneurial society Because even 

now our big companies get owned by the n W o Most times we fail and go broke I’ve 

tried myself 11 times It was always difficult And it lead me to decide to not fight it I just 

couldn’t win 

 

How you get saved by life, is more like when you get to a point, of a comfortable life and 

you get to feel ‘saved from the gutter, it’s blessed beyond belief’, very few feel like this 

 

I have a private life and It’s between me and my family and friends. Please leave me be. 

 

Think of me as your crazy uncle who think he can best be president of the united states, 

the only difference between me and the politicians is I’m on every bodies side, They’ve 

done crooked deals and I’ve acted irresponsibly running my business, in that aspect alone  

 

I’m renouncing my bid for the Presidency, even though I’d be the best at it cause I’ve 

admitted to it and changed how I act now; I’m extreme right wing, liberal as left can be, 

50% moderate and know that something can be done. Something can really happen if we  

better then how we are doing it and that doesn’t impact our freedom and rights 

 

This is the process that led me to my understanding of MY GOD. I lived a busy life, ran 

away young, had a shaky graduation, joined the military and went or 2 tours. My next 12 

years was amazing because I did amazing things. I’ve also been knocked out a few times 

by life’s trials; some most people will never get the chance to have.  

 

When I was young I used to cry over my dad not being ‘saved’, now I can see that my 

dad was always full of ‘love, life energy’,”God” Cause he had a direct comnection to his 

type of spiritual life, he savored it everyday, and golf was his most enjoyed religion. 

 

If I was Frank W Abagnale Jr., A would have stopped after the first million and settled 

for being the doctor, I can say that now, only because I’ve broken away my selfish ways 

 


